The savvy shopper’s
guide to buying Estate
& vintage JEWELRY
Feel confident buying online and in-person.
Avoid buyer’s regret.
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ESTATE AND VINTAGE JEWELRY CAN
BE TRICKY TO BUY.
BUT, YOU CAN LEARN HOW TO BE
SMART WHEN YOU SHOP...
Buying a piece estate or vintage jewelry is a fun and exciting process. Each piece helps
to define your personality and unique sense of style. And, vintage jewelry makes for great
conversation starters. Each individual piece represents a certain era in our history and
has its very own story. Maybe your piece was once owned by royalty or a Hollywood
celebrity!
It can often be intimidating when you are unfamiliar with a lot of terms that more experienced
vintage shoppers will use. But, we’ve created this useful guide so that you too can become
a savvy vintage shopper. We’ve taken the time to define all the terms you will need to know
and will provide you with information that will help you buy your perfect piece.
No need to worry about getting ripped off or scammed! After reading this guide, you will
feel confident buying vintage pieces both in person and online from reputable vintage
jewelry sellers.

UNDERSTANDING THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ESTATE,
ANTIQUE & VINTAGE
When you are first starting to look for older pieces of jewelry, it’s important to really understand
the difference between all the different terms used. Estate, antique, and vintage jewelry are
all terms that are often used interchangeably. This can make it confusing when you go to
buy a piece, because you might not understand exactly what you are getting. But, there are
widely accepted definitions of all three terms so you can know the difference:

Estate jewelry refers to any piece that has been previously owned, regardless of its age.
Antique jewelry is any piece that is over 100 years old. These pieces are often very rare
and precious and typically have a lot of history associated with them because of their age.
Vintage jewelry is any piece that is less than 100 years old but is generally greater than
50 years old. The second half of that definition is loose based on which jewelry professional
you ask. A vintage piece can turn into an antique piece if it lasts longer than 100 years.

LEARNING THE
DIFFERENT VINTAGE ERAS
One of the most important things to learn when it comes to buying vintage and estate
jewelry is to know the different eras of jewelry. Each era has its own distinct jewelry
with unique characteristics that define and are inspired by a period of our history.
By knowing and being able to identify jewelry from the different eras, you can find
which era of jewelry you prefer and can spot a good find either online or in person.
Era

Georgian
Period

Early Victorian,
Romantic

Years

Characteristics

1700’s - 1830’s

Handmade jewelry.
Rose and mine cut diamonds.
Eye miniatures.

1837 - 1855

Jewelry that reflected more
human, sentimental outlook.
Nature-inspired designs.
Delicate and intricate jewelry in
silver and gold.
Opals, lockets, and brooches.

Example

Era

Mid-Victorian,
Grand

Late Victorian,
Aestetic

Edwardian

Art Nouveau

Years

Characteristics

1856 - 1880

Dark and solemn pieces.
Black enamel gold bangle
bracelets.

1885 - 1901

Feminine imagery.
Star and crescent designs.
Renaissance revival lockets set
with seed pearls of flowers,
hearts, and animals.
Elaborate cameos, shell and
stone.
Elaborate pocket watches.

1901 - 1915

Light and airy designs.
Motifs included garlands, bows,
bar pins, tiaras, and multiple
strings of seed pearls chokers.
Platinum and diamonds.
Intricate and delicate filigree
patterns that resembled lace.

1895 - 1915

Nature-inspired.
Levels of technique in enameling.
Opals and semi-precious stones.
Exotic flower, mythical beasts,
dragon flies, and enchanted
women with long flowing hair
set in a midst of sinuous, vine-like
designs.

Example

Era

Art Deco

Arts and Crafts

Retro Modern

Years

Characteristics

1920 - 1935

Geometric and angular patterns.
Stones cut in strict, geometrical
shapes, typifies extensive use of
elongated baguettes, French cuts,
and Single cuts.
Symmetric balanced designs.
More expensive gems such as
diamonds, rubies and sapphires
incorporated in complex designs.
Sleek animals, such as panthers
and falcons.

1894 - 1923

Simple in form, without excessive
decoration.
Construction was often visible,
featuring hammered metals and
handcrafted techniques.
Designs were simple.
Colorful and uncut stones such
as lapis, turquoise, moonstone,
carnelian, blister pearls, amethyst,
peridot, and malachite.

1945 - 1960

Early retro jewelry inspired by
Hollywood - colorful, bold
and flamboyant, including
large cocktail rings, bracelets,
necklaces, pins, and charm
bracelets.
Often made of gold.
Multi-colored gold jewelry in
unusual combinations of rose,
yellow, and green.

Example

AVOIDING SCAMS AND FAKES
We hate to have to address this topic,
but there are many things to watch out for
when buying vintage and estate jewelry,
especially online. Avoid getting ripped off
or buying a fake vintage piece.
Buying vintage pieces online is always a
risk, because you aren’t able to see all of
the details on the jewelry.
Sometimes, if the piece is poor quality, a company will purposely put blurry pictures or
images that do not have a zoom feature. You should always be able to see the images up
close so that you can see every intricate detail and can feel comfortable with what you
are buying. You should also be able to see the piece from almost every angle.
Ask about return policies and warranties on the vintage pieces that you intend to buy. If the
person or store you bought the piece from really stands behind the quality and authenticity
of their vintage pieces, they will have no problem explaining their return policy.
If you are unfamiliar with the jeweler that you are buying your vintage piece from, make
sure to do your homework Ask around to see if anyone else has been to that jeweler in the
past and what their experience has been. Look online to see if the jeweler has built some
credibility or if there are any reviews.
If you are looking to buy a designer piece, make sure to look for a designer’s mark. Many
antique jewelers always signed their jewelry and left their personal mark on the piece.
When using a magnification loupe, you will be able to see the initial of the marker.
And finally, check out the price tag. If the price seems too low for what you think the piece
is really worth, there is a good chance that it may be fake. Vintage and estate jewelry cost
a lot of money because these pieces are rare and are made from precious metals and
valuable gemstones. A deal that seems too good just may be!

HOW IS THE PRICE OF VINTAGE
JEWELRY DETERMINED?
Top Ring - Retail $4,950
Bottom Ring - Retail $2,995
The top sapphire and diamond ring is more expensive in this case
because of the quality of the sapphire. It has a more even color
and saturation and a royal purple color that is more desirable and
sought-after. It also has a higher metal weight with platinum vs. the
bottom which features white gold.

Top Ring - Retail $4,450
Bottom Ring - Retail $4,785
These rings are very similar in price, yet when worn side by side, they
are very different sizes. Even with the top opal stone being larger,
the bottom opal is a more rare and desirable color with the blue
and purple. It also is a black opal which is more valuable because
of the dark body tone resulting in a more vibrant play on color.

Top Ring - Retail $7,295
Bottom Ring - Retail $1,875
The price difference between these two rings is substantial, yet they
look very similar. Even though the bottom ring features a stone with a
more desirable emerald color, the top stone is more transparent and
has less inclusions. Also, the top ring features four significantly sized
diamonds which are higher in carat size than the bottom ring.

BUYING VINTAGE DIAMONDS
Vintage diamonds are completely different from more modern diamonds. Today you can
find beautifully cut diamonds in shapes like emerald, princess, and cushion cut that are
quite brilliant. In comparison, vntage stones were cut with larger facets, smaller tables,
larger culets and higher crowns.
What does all of that mean? Here is the anatomy of a diamond that you can reference:

Because vintage stones were cut deeper, they generally appear smaller in diameter than
modern diamonds with the same carat weight.
It is very rare to find vintage stones with colors D through H (or colorless and near colorless).
This is because there were fewer diamond mines in operation back then, and many vintage
stones that were colorless were re-cut into modern cut diamonds for higher profits in the
later 70’s and 80’s. Therefore, the few colorless vintage stones that are out there have been
collected and would be worth a lot of money.

1. Old Mine Cuts
Old mine cut diamonds date back to the 1830’s. They were the earliest form of modern
brilliant cut diamonds and were very popular up until the early 1900’s. Old mine cut stones
were cut for candlelight so that they would sparkle even in dim lighting. They were faceted
by hand in a roundish shape with a high crown, small table, and large culet.

2. Old European Cuts
European cut diamonds date back to the early 1900’s to the late 1920’s and are the
closest to today’s “ideal” round brilliant cut diamonds. What really makes these diamonds
distinct are the large facets that give them a very unique brilliance. These stones really have
an unforgettable sparkle to them. They have a very small table, a heavy crown, a circular
girdle, and a great overall depth.

3. Antique Cushion Cuts
It can be said that the antique cushion cut diamond was one of the most popular cuts of
diamonds ever. It was popular for over 70 years from 1830 to the 1900’s. When looking
at one of these diamonds, you can see that it looks almost like a pillowish shape. It has an
open culet and a rectangular to square shape with rounded corners. The beautiful facets
that are cut on the face of these diamonds allow the eye to travel into the diamond. Today’s
“cushion cut” diamonds are cut completely different than the antique version.

CARING FOR VINTAGE JEWELERY
Vintage jewelry, like every other
piece of nice jewelry that you own,
requires some maintenance. When
you buy a vintage or estate piece,
make sure you keep in mind that
you will need to keep it in good
condition and take care of it so that
it continues to last awhile. Antique
pieces especially will need some
extra care and attention in order to
maintain their appearance.
One way to clean a vintage piece is simply by washing it with warm, soapy water. You can
also soak it in mild dish detergent in order to loosen any debris or hand lotion stuck in the
crevices of the piece. Using a soft toothbrush, you can very gently get any debris that are
hiding or hard to reach. If you decide to buy jewelry cleaning product, do not buy any that
contain alcohol, acids, or ammonia.
Be careful not to allow your jewelry to scratch each other. You’ll have to make sure it is stored
properly so that pieces don’t rub against one other. If you have two different gold vintage
pieces, make sure to be extra careful.
Moisture also plays a huge role in the maintenance of a vintage piece. Avoid wearing pieces
in moist places like the beach and saunas. Your vintage jewelry should be completely dry
when you go to store it. Some older pieces used glue and other materials that can’t handle
continued exposure to moisture.

EXPLORE HUNDREDS OF
VINTAGE & ESTATE JEWELRY
PIECES ONLINE.
Long’s has an extensive collection of vintage and estate jewelry.
You can find one-of-a-kind treasures and contemporary designs.
Each piece in our collection meets the high quality standard you
expect. And new pieces are added to our collection every week.
Start your adventure by clicking below:

SHOP VINTAGE JEWELRY

